AIRPORT MASTER RECORD

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

LOCAL: MSY
FAA SITE NR: 07675*A

1 ASSOC CITY: NEW ORLEANS
2 AIRPORT NAME: LOUIS ARMSTRONG NEW ORLEANS INTL
3 CBD TO AIRPORT (NM): 10 W
4 STATE: LA
5 COUNTY: JEFFERSON
6 REGION/ADO: ASW/LNM
7 SECT AERO CHT: NEW ORLEANS

FAA FORM 5010-1 (3/96) SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITION

DECLARED DISTANCES

TWY G BTN RWY 11/29 AND TWY S SFC MOV GUIDANCE AND CTL SYSTEM U/S PERM

APCH TO MINIMIZE NOISE.
RY 11 NOISE SENSITIVE FOR DEP; AVBL FOR OPNL NECESSITY. ALL RYS NOISE SENSITIVE FOR ARR. ARRIVING TURBOJETS MUST MAKE 5 MILE FINAL APPROACH TO MINIMIZE NOISE.
ASSC IN USE. OPERATE TRANSPONDERS WITH ALTITUDE REPORTING MODE AND ADS-B (IF EQUIPPED) ENABLED ON ALL AIRPORT SURFACES.

105 MILITARY: 902

121,062
8,304
104 G A LOCAL:
13,383
100 AIR CARRIER:
143,651

(R )